CASE STUDY
your data our business

A SYNETO STORAGE SOLUTION

The province of Rome integrates Syneto
Storage to expand capacity, reuse older
storage and ensure data safety with fast
Backups.
The Highlights
Industry
Public Administration

The Problem
Older storage infrastructure
had reached capacity and a the
province was searching for a
dependable storage with
scalability and ease of use.
Important governmental data
required solid Backups, that
could ensure data was not lost
during disasters.
Rome needed to keep an
existing data storage
investment working while
expanding their capacity and
cutting costs.

The Solution
Transparently increase
capacity with Syneto Storage
while insuring
cost-effectiveness with Storage
Efficiency.
Insure Disaster Recovery
capability with fast, incremental
and schedule Backups and easy
data Recovery.
Protect existing investment by
consolidating storage via Fibre
Channel.

Customer Profile
The great Province of Rome,
home to the ancient capital of
Italy bearing the same name, is
located in the Lazio region of
Italy which it mostly covers. The
province is in fact an extension of
the metropolitan region
surrounding the capital, although
the northern part still maintains
rural landscapes.
Housed in the ancient Palazzo
Valentini, the public
administration of Rome province
is responsible for a host of areas
vital for the economy and
social wellbeing of the region. The
responsibilities include:

•• road safety
•• vocational training
•• employment policies
•• health/food policies
•• soil conservation
•• education
•• territorial planning
The province of Rome is
particularly involved in the
building and maintenance of
public roadways, with over 2500
km of roads under its
administration. The provincial
administration also manages 23
employment centres in the
capital and the surrounding area.

The Problem
Peak capacity of
older storage

The province stores big amounts
of data flowing from a great
many fields of responsibility. An
existing storage solution was
overwhelmed by the continuous
growth of data and upgrading it
was inefficient from an economical standpoint.
IT technicians in Rome province’s
administration were seeking a
dependable, smart and
cost-efficient solution that could
provide the scalability and
accessibility required by their
very versatile environment.
Need for dependable
backups

Data generated by the province’s

organisational responsibilities is
vital to the economic
administration of the area. The
lack of a dependable data safety
solution that could provide
smooth and transparent backups
with 0 downtime was causing
concerns.

past investment which couldn’t
be simply discarded. Their issue
with this situation is that most
vendors operate under a lock-in
policy which required them to
mount a systemwide overhaul in
order to improve their capacity
and security.

The practicalities of Rome
province’s needs demanded a
storage system that provides
fast backups without the need
for constant attention from IT
personnel. In any modern public
administration, efficiency and
cost-effectiveness is the word of
the day.

The economic climate isn’t nearly
as permissive as allowing the
administration to simply throw
away an existing investment.
Rome province was searching for
an upgrade that could seamlessly
integrate with their older
infrastructure while providing
data security and increased
storage capacity.

Protect existing investment

The province of Rome had an
existed data storage appliance; a

The Solution
Efficiently expand storage
with Syneto

Provide fast Backups with
Storage OS

Rome province found a perfect
match for their requirements in
the Syneto Unified Storage 16TB.
This choice greatly increased
their data storage capacity while
providing big savings with storage
efficiency features. Data
Compression, Deduplication, and
Thin Provisioning help the
Province of Rome achieve as
much as 50% less spending on
capacity and maintenance.

Vital data which arrises from the
province’s many projects and
responsibilities is very well
protected by Storage OS’s
Backup & Recovery features.
Backups are incremental so
speed is virtually guaranteed. The
province now benefits from a
system that can perform a
virtually unlimited number of
Backups while easing the strain
on personnel by automatically
scheduling them.

The Syneto Unified Storage
chosen by the province also
easily scales to meet any future
growth. The administration can
add more capacity by simply
adding more drive to the system
and pooling them with the rest of
their storage space.

Rome province can now also
easily Recover data in mere
minutes and from any point in
time a Backup was performed.
This powerful ability provides the
necessary redundancy while
slashing the TCO.

Consolidate data while
keeping older system

Syneto Storage easily integrates
with any existing data storage
appliances to consolidate storage
into a single cost-effective
architecture. Rome province’s
older appliance is connected
to the Syneto Storage by Fibre
Channel providing a fast and
transparent capacity upgrade that
safeguards money spent in the
past.
Syneto’s no vendor lock-in policy
allowed Rome province to
completely overhaul their
storage without spending the
huge amounts a systemwide
upgrade implies.
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Solution Components
••Syneto Unified Storage 16TB

••Backup & Recovery features

••Active Directory integration

••Fibre Channel Protocol

About Syneto

Solutions
Syneto Storage can help you meet any data related goals within your
organization:

Here’s why Syneto is such a
reliable partner:

Data Archiving

Consolidate Data Storage

Deployment in 15 minutes

Data Backup & Recovery

Virtualize with VMware

Simple to use systems

Efficiency & Availability

High Availability Cluster

Great Tech. Support

Personal Data Cloud

Provide Cloud Services

Automatic updates

Accelerate CAD Projects

Windows Storage

No hidden fees
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